TOWN LIFE
order to evade this prohibition the merchant engaging in an
enterprise, usually overseas, would borrow money of some person
in return for a promise to share any profits with him; such was
the origin of joint-stock trading. When a colony of merchants of
the same nationality had settled in a foreign town, they would
choose consuls, whose duty, like that of the consuls of an Italian
town, was to govern them and administer justice for them, and
further to represent them before the sovereign of the town where
they were living. This is the origin of the consular system. In
order to settle disputes between merchants, consular judges (juges
consulaires) were appointed, who dealt with them according to
laws and procedure adapted to commercial requirements. In all
these inventions - banks, bills of exchange, discount transactions,
joint-stock trading, the consular system, and commercial tribunals
- the French were merely the pupils of the Italians.
JTO WN   LIFE
During the thirteenth century the conditions of life in the town
became established in their permanent form; it is now, at least,
that they begin to make their appearance in the records. Our
information is, however, insufficient to give us any knowledge of
their everyday life, and, as usually happens, it is very irregularly
scattered over the country, being chiefly concerned with the north-
eastern regions. It was here that the towns appear as centres of
activity and seem to have played a most important part in the
evolution of French civilization.
The town life of this period differs profoundly from that of
the country. The walls which protected the inhabitants from
external enemies forced them to live crowded together in a very
narrow space, entered only through a few gates, which were closed
at nightfall. Those inside the walls seldom went outside them, for
the country offered but little attraction, being denuded of houses
and trees for the purpose of keeping a better watch on the sur-
rounding country. The townspeople would not have felt safe
there, and there is no evidence that they made pleasure excursions
into the country. Their houses were small, tall, and crowded
together; the rooms were small, dark, and badly ventilated, and
space was so scanty that people slept in the lofts and under the
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